Driving Directions from Faro airport to Villa 300H
PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY AND HAVE A SAFE JOURNEY

km: 0,0 You have landed at Faro airport, collect car and follow exit signs to.....
km: 0,3 Exit airport following the signs towards A22
km: 2,5 Follow the sign towards A22 PORTIMAO
km: 2,9 Turn right towards A22 PORTIMAO / LOULE - IC4km: 3,8 You are now on the IC4 / EN 125
km: 7,9 Stay left and follow the sign towards IP 1 - You are now leaving the EN
125
km: 10,8 Now follow the sign for LISBOA / ALBUFEIRA A22 - 330m after this
sign you enter the motorway by turning right.
km: 11,1 You are now on the A22 motorway - follow on this until EXIT 6 for
LAGOA
km: 56,3 Take exit 6 towards LAGOA / SILVES
km: 57,9 You are now leaving the A22
km: 58,2 At the first roundabout take the 3rd exit (turn left), following the sign for
CARVOEIRO
km: 58,5 At the 2nd roundabout take the 2nd exit (go straight over) towards
CARVOEIRO
km: 58,7 Continue to follow the signs for CARVOEIRO and LAGOA SUL
km: 59,2 Staying in the left hand lane, follow the signs for LAGOA / SUL until the
end of the road taking EXTREME CARE round the bend
km: 61,4 You are now back on the EN 125, you will see the sign for the Pau du
Acucar supermarket on your right.
km: 62,4 Continue straight to the first roundabout and take the 1st exit (right)
signposted Parque Aquatico and Golfe.

km: 63,4 Continue along this road, take the 2nd exit
(straight over) passing the Pau du Acucar supermarket
on your right and then the Cipol garage on either
side of the road.

Follow to the next roundabout taking the 2nd exit (left)
signposted campo de golfe

km: 64,5 Continue on this road passing over the speed bumps. At the next
roundabout take the 1st exit (right) and then immediately right again through the
security barriers. Follow to end and bear left through the carpark and uphill with
the Academy and driving range on your left. Drive slowly up the hill onto the
cobbled drive towards the villas. Drive past the swimming pool and you will
shortly come to villa 300H.
The approach to the golf academy and villa is shown on the map overleaf. If you
need to collect keys for the villa, follow the signs for Gramacho at the roundabout
before the golf academy. The owners’ desk is situated within Gramacho
clubhouse. Here, Catia and Catarina will be able to assist with any queries you
may have during your stay
Have a fantastic holiday!

